Water inrush is one of the main disasters occurring during tunnel construction in complex geological areas: once it happens, it can cause economic losses, casualties, and delay. Based on risk analysis and management, a risk control scheme is proposed as an effective means to control the risk of such a disaster; however, there are some deficiencies in existing research because the impacts of human factors on the risk of water inrush, dynamic changes in risk information during construction, and the diversity of types of water inrush are neglected. To enrich the research results of water inrush risk control and improve the effect of water inrush risk control, we first use the advantages of Bayesian network to analyse risk events, construct a Bayesian network structure chart of water inrush risk during construction, and propose a fuzzy probability risk analysis model for water inrush. e model can quickly track changes in risk information and diagnose the cause of water inrush disasters while providing an early warning thereof. In addition, considering that the diversity of water inrush types leads to differences in water inrush mechanisms, we believe that the formulation of any water inrush risk control scheme must be combined with water inrush mechanism analysis; therefore, we take a nondefect generated water inrush in front of the tunnel as a representative case and analyse the possible mechanism of water inrush through the stability analysis of the water-resisting strata. en, based on the results of risk analysis and an analysis of the water inrush mechanism, a reasonable risk control scheme for water inrush is derived.
Introduction
As an important component of a nation's infrastructure, the value and importance of the tunnels is of great concern around the world [1] . For example, to improve urban traffic congestion and the quality of life of residents, more and more Chinese cities are building subways [2] . In addition, with the rapid development of China's high-speed railway network in recent years, mountain railway tunnels are also being built [3] . It can be said that the world is witnessing the advent of a prosperous era of tunnel engineering [4] ; however, various geological disasters such as collapses [5] , rock bursts [6] , and water inrush [7] caused by tunnel construction problems have increased, which has caused problems such as property damage, construction delays, cost overruns, and even casualties [8] . Safe and smooth completion on schedule has always been one of the major concerns for the tunnel engineering community. In recent years, with the increasing number of tunnels constructed in mountainous areas with karst topographies, and the complex geological structures found in Southwest China, water inrush accidents have become more frequent, and the problem of water inrush disasters has become more challenging. How to control the risk of water inrush disaster has become a bottleneck problem for the smooth construction of tunnels [9, 10] ; therefore, it is necessary to study the problem of water inrush risk control during construction [11, 12] .
Risk assessment is a tool designed to provide favourable, reliable information for decision-making in a risk control scheme [13] . erefore, the research on risk assessment of water inrush is an effective means to improve the reliability of water inrush risk control scheme. For example, Wang et al. [14] considered that the risk control of water inrush disasters was essentially an uncertain problem; therefore, a set pair analysis and cloud model-based risk analysis method for water inrush was proposed and applied to Jigongling Tunnel. Li and Yang [15] proposed a risk assessment model for water and mud inrush in deep, long tunnels based on the grey clustering method. To evaluate the risk of water inrush in tunnels in carbonate karst terrain, Zhang et al. [16] presented an improved assessment system based on extension assessment method. Its accuracy is verified by two examples. Taking Jinping Hydropower Station as the engineering background, Li and Li [17] proposed a dynamic risk assessment and prediction model for water inrush in karst tunnels. Based on comprehensive geological identification methods (transient electromagnetic methods, geological drilling, and three-dimensional cross-resistance resistivity tomography), Liu et al. [3] predicted and analysed the water inrush risk of hidden karst cave in front of the tunnel face. Li et al. [18, 19] established a risk assessment model for tunnel water inrush based on attribute measures, and then Hao et al. [20] developed the corresponding improved model. In response to the prevention and control of karst fissure water inrush disasters, Shi et al. [21] proposed a water inrush risk prediction model based on geological analysis and water inrush volume prediction. rough the construction of their water inrush risk assessment model, a comprehensive understanding and mastery of the factors influencing water inrush risk were reached. Obviously, the research on water inrush risk has attracted the attention of all parties, and remarkable research results have been achieved. However, there are still some deficiencies in the decision-making of water inrush risk control scheme. For example, although there are differences in the selection of water inrush risk factors, the aforementioned risk assessment models only consider the influence of geological factors. For any risk control problem of water inrush in the construction stage, it is debatable whether only considering geological factors suffices, or not. e occurrence of water inrush risk during the construction period is rather complex. e effect of geological factors should be considered, and the influence of human activities on water inrush risk should not be ignored. For example, in China, many underground engineering disasters are often closely related to human factors [2, 22] . Existing studies mainly consider the engineering geological and hydrogeological factors related to the risk of water inrush, which is not completely consistent with the characteristics of the risk of water inrush during tunnel construction; therefore, a reasonable water inrush risk control scheme may not be determined on the sole basis of geological factors. In addition, the weight calculation is used to characterize the influence of various factors on the risk of water inrush, and the weight will not change according to the initial information of the risk factors. Will it affect the decisionmaking of water inrush risk control? Generally speaking, the occurrence of water inrush disaster is often the result of several key factors, and in different tunnel projects, the key factors affecting the occurrence of water inrush disaster may have significant differences. Can existing methods effectively reflect this difference? Finally, another important issue has to be considered. Although the water inrush risk assessment can provide a strong basis for decision-making of water inrush risk control scheme, is it reasonable to formulate control scheme only based on the results of water inrush risk assessment? e water inrush risk control program should fully reflect the characteristics of different types of water inrush disasters. erefore, the decision-making of water inrush risk control scheme involves many aspects, and it is necessary to propose a more reasonable solution to the decision-making of water inrush risk control scheme.
By summarising and analysing existing research results and the risk characteristics of water inrush during construction, we believe that it needs to solve the following basic problems in the development on a reliable risk control scheme of water inrush during construction:
(1) How to scientifically consider the influence of human factors in the process of water inrush risk analysis? Generally, the influencing factors of water inrush risk were divided into environmental (mainly geological factors) and construction factors [23] ; for example, unreasonable construction organisation, poor construction quality, and inadequate safety training are all typical construction factors, which are directly related to human influences; however, it is debatable whether the existing methods can efficiently deal with all factors for the simultaneous consideration of geological factors and construction factors. For example, with the gradual increase of factors, the efficiency and reliability of weight determination are significantly reduced. In addition, the dynamic changes in uncertain information and the difficulty in quantification are also a big challenge for the existing research. erefore, it is necessary to construct a reasonable water inrush risk assessment model considering geological factors and construction factors. (2) How to identify the main influencing factors timeously? Whether the main influencing factors can be identified scientifically is an important guarantee for improving the reliability of water inrush risk control scheme. Generally, the tunnel construction period is tight and the task is heavy, and it is not possible to provide enough time for water inrush risk analysis and research. In addition, the mechanism of tunnel water inrush risk is complicated, and there are many factors affecting that risk, which affect the rapid and accurate identification of the main influencing factors. (3) How to accurately reflect the impact of dynamic changes in risk information? e information about influential factors arising during construction is not fixed. For example, the supplementation, correction of the information, correction of the construction plan, the movement of the operators, and so on cause changes in the level of risk. e risk analysis model of water inrush during the construction period needs to adapt to these dynamic changes. Although the existing research results also put forward the concept of dynamic risk assessment, e.g., Wang et al. [24] proposed for the water inrush evaluation based on a combination of the weighting method and normal cloud model. Hao et al. [25] proposed a QMU-based dynamic risk assessment model for karst tunnel water inrush, the models only consider geological factors, and it is also debatable whether could they be reasonable to deal with construction factors. erefore, it is necessary to construct a dynamic model that can take into account both geological and construction factors and accurately reflect the dynamic changes of risk information. (4) How to integrate the effects of the mechanism of water inrush in the risk control scheme? Although geological and human factors have been taken into account during construction, due to the complex mechanism of tunnel water inrush disasters, different types of water inrush, the mechanism of water inrush varies, the type of water inrush, and the possible processes of water inrush should be considered in determining the risk control scheme. e effect of water inrush risk control will be closely related to the mechanism of water inrush disaster. For example, the construction site often adopts grouting to strengthen the surrounding rock [26] , which in essence changes the physical and mechanical properties thereof, thus affecting the chances of a water inrush accident. At present, abundant achievements have been made in the study of the water inrush mechanism, but the existing water inrush research and risk control have not been effectively integrated [9, 27, 28] . erefore, the decision-making of water inrush risk control scheme needs to consider the influence of the characteristics of the water inrush mechanism. (5) How to deal with the uncertainty of risk information in a scientific manner? According to the existing research results of risk theory, uncertainty is the main source of risk and is closely related to risk [29, 30] . For the problem of water inrush risk control during tunnel construction, there are not only geological uncertainties, but also human uncertainties, and it is an important way to improve the reliability of water inrush risk assessment results to deal with the above uncertainties scientifically. For example, Xia et al. [4, 31] stated that if uncertainty is not properly handled, it may lead to a large difference between the assessment results and the actual risk, which may result in a mismatch between the risk control scheme and the real risk, thus failing to achieve the expected risk control effect. As there are differences in information acquisition and quantification between geological and construction factors, it is necessary to deal with the uncertainty information of initial risk scientifically according to the characteristics of different information.
Of course, in addition to the above issues, other factors should also be considered in the determination of water inrush risk control technology during construction, such as site construction conditions (narrow space, time constraints, process crossover, and so on), and level of construction technology (equipment and personnel constraints); however, for different tunnel projects, the specific conditions of these two aforementioned problems will be quite different and cannot be unified in a single description, but can only be analysed when combined with specific engineering conditions. In addition, how to choose from multiple alternative risk control schemes is also a problem to be solved. As there have been many studies on multiattribute decision-making, including multiattribute fuzzy decision-making, multiattribute stochastic decision-making, and intuitionistic fuzzy multiattribute decision-making method considering the risk attitude of decision-makers, so the decision-making problem is not the focus of this paper, we therefore will not consider them for the time being. Although the existing studies on water inrush risk control have made good progress, for example, various water inrush risk assessment models have been proposed, it is apparent that these problems have not been addressed: based on the existing studies, we therefore start from the above problems and attempt to propose a reasonable decision-making method for water inrush risk control during construction. e remainder of this paper is organised as follows: in Section 2, we cover the corresponding solutions to the above problems, and based on this, the basic process of risk control of water inrush during construction is proposed. Section 3 introduces Bayesian statistics and constructs the dynamic analysis model of water inrush risk in construction. Section 4 provides necessary information support for water inrush risk control by analysing the failure instability and failure of waterproof rock masses in front of a tunnel face. In Section 5, Shiziyuan Tunnel is used as a case study and a reasonable risk control scheme for water inrush during construction is proposed. Finally, Section 6 provides our conclusions.
Basic Methods for Water Inrush Risk
Control during Construction e construction period has always been the key stage in water inrush risk control; however, risk control during construction has its own characteristics; especially, the abovementioned basic factors have influenced the final control effect of water inrush risk. To adapt to the construction characteristics of tunnels and provide sufficient information for decision-making in subsequent water inrush risk control schemes, a risk analysis model must be able to take geological factors and construction factors into consideration simultaneously, reflect the influence of the change of factor information on the risk state of water inrush timeously and accurately, and quickly extract the main factors affecting the risk of water inrush from a large number of influencing factors.
A Bayesian network, as an important mathematical analysis method, offers the following advantages [32, 33] :
(i) e causal relationship in the network structure diagram is clear and suitable for complex systems with multiple factors (ii) It can not only predict the changing trend of events by forward reasoning technology, but also allow rapid diagnosis of accident disasters by reverse reasoning to find the causes of accidents (iii) Expert knowledge and empirical data can be combined, which is effective for the risk prediction of large projects (iv) e system can update the analysis results in time according to the changes in root node information and judge the changing trend of the system by predicting changes in the results.
is lends itself to use of a Bayesian network: Zhang and ai [34] analysed the risk of shipping accidents at sea based on a Bayesian network model. Langseth and Portinale [35] made an in-depth analysis of the feasibility of using Bayesian networks to carry out reliability analysis of system engineering. Khakzad et al. [36] compared the advantages and disadvantages of fault trees and Bayesian networks in the safety analysis of process facilities, pointing out that although a fault tree has many similarities with a Bayesian network, it is not suitable for dealing with complex problems and has obvious limitations in information updating, fault diagnosis, and uncertainty processing. Sousa and Einstein [37] used a Bayesian network to analyse the risks during the construction of tunnels on the Porto Metro. Wang et al. [38] constructed a probabilistic risk assessment model based on a Bayesian network to evaluate the damage caused by tunnelling under buildings. Wu et al. [39] constructed a dynamic Bayesian network model to provide support for the decision problems involved in tunnel security analysis. As a relatively mature risk analysis method, Bayesian networks have been widely used. Building a Bayesian network water inrush risk assessment model considering geological and construction factors can further improve the existing water inrush risk assessment system, effectively solve the problem of water inrush risk analysis during construction, and provide a scientific basis for the formulation of risk control technology.
Next, we need to consider how to make use of the research results of the water inrush mechanism in the water inrush risk control scheme. Water inrush disaster can be generally divided into defective water inrush and nondefective water inrush according to the characteristics of water inrush disaster causes [9] . e defective type is mainly caused by the damage of water-isolating media caused by osmosis, while the nondefective type is mainly caused by the instability of waterproof rock under the dual action of water pressure and construction disturbance. e mechanism of water inrush is different therein. In addition, there may also be complex types of water inrush, such as water inrush caused by faults and karst cave structures. e tunnel face area is one of the main areas where water inrush disasters occur during construction. erefore, we take the nondefective water inrush disaster of the instability failure of the waterproof rock layer in front of the tunnel face area as the representative of water inrush mechanisms and provide support for our water inrush risk control scheme by constructing relevant physical and mechanical analysis models thereof.
In addition, for the processing of uncertain information, we use root node information in the structure diagram of our Bayesian network. Due to the lack of sufficient empirical data, the determination of root node information is mainly undertaken by experts. To reduce the influence of subjective factors of experts as much as possible, we invited a number of experts to form a panel and made a comprehensive judgment based on the importance of these experts. At the same time, the uncertainty in probability description is further fuzzified to reflect the uncertainty of information as objectively as possible. Based on the above analysis, we believe that the formulation of a risk control scheme for water inrush can be carried out according to the research method shown in Figure 1 .
As seen in Figure 1 , for the risk control of water inrush during construction, a Bayesian network should be built to predict the water inrush risk state, and then, according to the acceptable criteria, whether to continue construction or take risk control measures should be judged. If we need to stop work to study the risk control scheme, we need to use sensitivity analysis technology to analyse all the factors in the Bayesian network. At the same time, from the perspective of the tunnel water inrush mechanism, we analyse the stability of waterproof strata and judge the relevant influencing factors and their impact thereon. According to the results of risk analysis of water inrush and stability analysis of waterresisting strata, several alternative risk control schemes of water inrush can be determined. Finally, the optimal control scheme could be determined by using a decision-making tool such as the TOPSIS method [40] .
At present, how to determine the risk control scheme of water inrush is generally based on the assessed state of risk of water inrush, taking corresponding control measures combined with engineering experience, lacking clear research ideas or scientific theoretical research results to support findings. For example, the literature [3, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] mainly focuses on the risk assessment of water inrush, but with little elaboration about how to formulate a risk control scheme against water inrush. In addition, these other reports did not describe water inrush risk assessment from the perspective of facilitating risk control programmes, resulting in a failure of the research results to provide sufficient, effective information. For example, when determining the risk of water inrush, risk assessment modellers need to analyse the weight of each risk influencing factor, that is, the magnitude of their impact on water inrush. It is generally determined by subjective and objective weights, but the weights derived from the existing literature are all determined values: however, with the different types of water inrush risk and the initial information of water inrush risk, the influence of each factor on the risk of water inrush will change, and a fixed weight cannot reflect these characteristics. By collecting and analysing data from actual water inrush disasters, it is found that, in a specific water inrush disaster, some factors often play a leading role, while the other factors can be neglected: however, although the weights of the various influencing factors differ, they cannot fully reflect the characteristics of different water inrush risk scenarios. erefore, it is difficult to meet the high reliability requirements of water inrush risk control schemes based on water inrush risk analysis and engineering experience alone.
Based on the analysis of the shortcomings of the existing research, we propose five key problems to be solved in the formulation of a water inrush risk control scheme. At the same time, combined with the construction characteristics of the tunnel, the construction permit mechanism and the risk early warning and forecasting mechanism are introduced ( Figure 1 ). e five main problems mentioned in Chapter 1 can thus be solved. For example, the proposed fuzzy Bayesian network model for water inrush risk considers geological factors and construction factors. It can accurately reflect the influence of risk factors information changes on the water inrush risk by forward reasoning, and the main factors that cause disasters can be identified by reverse reasoning. e fuzzy processing of Bayesian network root nodes can quantify the expert language fuzzy information; therefore, the risk analysis of water inrush based on fuzzy Bayesian network analysis can solve the first, second, third, and fifth problems. By analysing the stability of waterproof strata in front of a tunnel face, the relationship between physical and mechanical parameters and the stability of waterproof strata is studied, which provides a basis for the formulation of water inrush risk control work and solves the fourth problem mentioned above. According to the discussion in Section 1, the various water inrush risk assessment methods as currently proposed can only solve some of the above problems and cannot comprehensively consider all relevant issues. e proposed method ( Figure 1 ) not only considers all relevant problems, but also improves the adaptability of research results as applied on site. erefore, the proposed method is offered as an important supplement with which to improve existing research results. Sections 3, 4, and 5 will focus on how the model presented here addresses the above issues.
Risk Analysis of Water Inrush during the Construction Period

Construction of a Bayesian Analysis Model for Water
Inrush Risk. Construction factors affect the risk of water inrush; therefore, how to scientifically evaluate and manage the impact of construction factors on water inrush risk control during the construction period is important. In this section, the Bayesian network is used to construct the risk analysis model of water inrush during construction, considering the influence of construction factors and geological factors. e risk of water inrush is assessed and analysed, and the cause of the disaster is quickly determined by reverse reasoning for the prevention of possible follow-up water inrush disasters. Bayesian networks, also known as belief networks, or directed acyclic graph models, consist of a directed acyclic graph and its associated joint probability distribution [34, 41, 42] .
is method is suitable for expressing and analysing probability and uncertainty events and can be applied in decision-making with conditional dependence on multiple control factors. e Bayesian formula [43] can be defined as follows: let the sample space of experiment C be S, and B 1 , B 2 , ..., B n is a group of events of C, which are incompatible with each other. Moreover,B 1 ∪B 2 ∪ · · · ∪B n � S, P(B i ) > 0 (i � 1, 2, . . . , n), and the Bayesian formula is derived from conditional probability and multiplication as follows:
where P(B i ) represents the prior probability of event B i and P(B i | A) is the posterior probability of event B i under the condition of event A having happened. 
Mathematical Problems in Engineering
In addition to geological factors such as cave size, rock mass strength, and rock mass integrity, the model should also focus on construction factors, generally from the aspects of excavation, support, monitoring, and measurement. As far as tunnel excavation is concerned, blasting often destroys the initial stress balance in the surrounding rock, affecting the physical and mechanical properties of the rock mass, causing the expansion of primary cracks and the generation of new cracks in a rock mass. Timely evaluation of blasting effects should be undertaken. Supporting work mainly considers the influences of unsuitable supports and insufficient strength on supporting effect, which may lead to a delayed water inrush disaster. e main purpose of monitoring and measurement is to monitor the trend in index information such as displacement and stress, which are closely related to water inrush during construction. When there are abnormal changes, timely disaster warning and response countermeasures should be taken and strengthened according to different warning levels such as support installation, grouting, optimising escape routes, and organising the immediate evacuation of construction personnel. e quality of monitoring and measurement will have an important impact on tunnel water inrush risk events.
In addition, the construction organisation and management also have an important impact on the risk of water inrush during the construction period, such as whether the construction process is reasonable, whether the management method is effective, and whether the implementation of the construction design scheme will directly or indirectly affect the occurrence of water inrush events. rough comprehensive analysis, it is decided to use the rationality of the construction organisation process, the standardisation of education and training, and the implementation rate of construction design schemes to judge the level of construction organisation and management. e relationship between construction behaviour, organisation, human behaviour, and water inrush risk events is unclear. It is difficult to analyse water inrush risk events by general methods such as fault tree or event tree. Bayesian networks can make up for these shortcomings and fully reflect the impact of dynamic updating of risk information during tunnel construction on water inrush risk.
Based on the above analysis, the Bayesian network structure model of water inrush risk as shown in Figure 2 is constructed, in which x represents a root node, y represents an intermediate node, and T denotes a leaf node. e specific meanings of the symbols in the graph are summarised in Table 1 .
According to Figure 2 , after considering geological and construction factors, a Bayesian analysis model suitable for tunnel construction characteristics is constructed to realise dynamic prediction and control of water inrush risk. Among them, there are 14 root node variables and four intermediate nodes. In addition, because the risk state of water inrush is divided into four levels, the higher the level, the higher the risk level. Each root node contributes to different risks of tunnel water inrush, so it is necessary to divide the root node variables into corresponding risk levels. e division of geological factors and construction factors is shown in Table 1 , in which x 1 − x 7 is the geological factor and x 8 − x 14 represents the construction factor.
It can be seen from Table 1 that a total of seven factors have been selected to evaluate the impacts of construction factors on water inrush risk during construction. Of course, in addition to the above factors, there are other construction factors that will also affect the risk of water inrush. For example, an advance forecast will also affect the water inrush risk, but the influence of advanced forecasting on water inrush risk can be reflected by relevant geological factors such as the scale of karst caves, the distance between karst caves and the working face, which do not need to be listed separately. In addition, the rationality of construction organisation processes, the rationality of the construction scheme, and the standardisation of education and training can fully reflect the degree of professional knowledge and attention of decisionmakers, and it is also not necessary to consider decisionmakers separately. Compared with geological factors, construction factors are difficult to be quantified and can only be qualitatively judged by fuzzy terms. At present, the evaluation is mainly based on the fuzzy membership degree. For example, Cai Junhua used the approximate reasoning method proposed by Karwowski and Mital [44] to determine the membership degree; however, this method has too large gap between interval boundaries and cannot effectively integrate the views of different experts. erefore, it is necessary to select an appropriate method to evaluate the variables in Table 1 in combination with the relevant information from the early stages of construction of the tunnel. For example, the quality of blasting can be assessed by statistics of the overbreak and underbreak in previous operations.
Risk Analysis of Water Inrush Based on Fuzzy Probability.
e initial assessment information of water inrush risk control in tunnel engineering is scarce, and the technical means of obtaining information are subject to many constraints (such as site, personnel, and construction environment); there is a contradiction between the high accuracy requirement of analysis data and the lack of actual data in the process of water inrush risk research. Fuzzy probabilistic risk analysis can satisfy the requirement of data accuracy of risk analysis as far as possible under the premise of reflecting x 13 x 12
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x 2 e detailed analysis steps are as follows.
Preprocessing of Expert Information.
Due to the lack of sufficient data, it is difficult to estimate the failure probability of root nodes or basic events, and experts are usually required to provide effective information. Due to the influence of their different educational backgrounds, work experience, and attitude to risk, different experts have different confidence levels in their subjective judgment [45] . erefore, it is necessary to evaluate the reliability of the resulting survey data, considering not only the professional level of experts, but also the impact of their subjectivity. When using the method of fuzzy probability to manage and control the safety risk of metro construction, it is proposed that an expert confidence index can be used to judge the reliability of the data obtained [45, 46] . According to the different judgment ability of experts, it can be divided into four levels (Table 2) .
Secondly, expert confidence index involves subjective measurement. erefore, the subjective reliability level (expressed by ψ) is proposed to measure the reliability of expert judgments, which can be divided into five levels: 1, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, and 0.6 (the higher the score, the more reliable the judgment). e expert confidence index θ can be determined by considering the expert judgment ability and subjective reliability level:
(2)
Rational Division of Probability Interval.
Generally speaking, the smaller the interval, the more accurate the probability, and vice versa. Others [45, 46] have proposed nine intervals or 17 intervals: after comprehensive consideration, we adopt the method of dividing the range into 11 intervals (Table 3) . Most risk events in tunnel engineering are "low probability, high consequence" events: to adapt to the above characteristics, the low probability intervals are encrypted and the high probability intervals are sparsely divided. e k-th probability interval is [a k , b k ] and the mean value is denoted by c k .
Expert Information Collection and Data Interpretation.
Considering the large number of root nodes of water inrush risk events, the accumulation of information loss may have an important impact on the prediction results. erefore, it is necessary to consider how to allocate the remaining probability 1 − θ among the remaining 10 intervals except [a k , b k ]. T. P. Ryan [47] suggested that the probability of events tends to fluctuate around their expectations and gradually decreases as they move away from them. Based thereon, the following formulae can be used to calculate the possibility of different probability intervals: 
Fuzzy Processing of Probability.
To improve the reliability of the data, the opinions of different experts should be taken into account, and how to fuse the probabilistic intervals with different possibilities into a single triangular fuzzy number should also be considered. Table 3 gives a clear probability interval of the root node, but the introduction of expert confidence index makes each of 11 probability intervals available for selection. Assuming that there are S experts, the average probability of each probability interval being selected is as follows:
After calculating the occurrence probability of interval probabilities using formula (4), according to the operation rules for fuzzy numbers, as shown in the following formulae, the comprehensive fuzzy probability considering multiple experts can be obtained. If there are fuzzy numbers A 1 � (a 1 , m 1 , b 1 ) and A 2 � (a 2 , m 2 , b 2 ), then
3.2.5. Defuzzification Analysis of Probability. e fuzzy probability of the root node can be obtained by fuzzification, and the fuzzy probability of the leaf node (top event) can then be calculated: however, to complete the following research, including the sensitivity analysis of factors influencing water inrush risk and forward/backward reasoning, it is necessary to further defuzzify the fuzzy information, that is, to convert the fuzzy probability into a definite value. Detyniecki and Yager [48] tried not to lose information in the process of defuzzification. An α-weighted valuation method is proposed. We defuzzify the fuzzy probability of the FBN risk analysis model based on the α-weighted valuation method as follows:
The Influence of Stability of Waterproof Strata on Risk Control
As the last barrier for water inrush into the tunnel, the stability of waterproof strata directly determines the occurrence of water inrush disasters. At present, the research into the thickness of waterproof strata mainly focuses on the calculation of the safe thickness and critical thickness of waterproof strata [49] [50] [51] [52] . ere are few studies on the stability of waterproof strata and its relationship with key influencing factors. is section combines the relationship between the two to study its effects on risk control.
Structural Stability Analysis Based on Limit Analysis and
Strength Reduction Technology. Limit analysis method is an effective way of solving geotechnical engineering problems [53] . As an important part of the limit analysis method, the upper bound method is defined as follows: in any allowable velocity field, the power of actual force is less than or equal to the rate of energy loss (equation (8)). By constructing a permissible velocity field, the upper bound of the true Table 2 : Establishment of expert judgment ability level.
Judgment ability level
Expert description ζ I Having more than 30 years of working experience in the field of tunnel engineering, a senior engineer or professor in the field of tunnel engineering.
II
Having 20 to 30 years of working experience in tunnel engineering, an associate senior engineer or above in the field, or a professor or associate professor in the field. 0.9
III
Working experience in tunnel engineering for 10 to 20 years, an associate senior expert in the field or senior lecturer or associate professor in the field of tunnel engineering 0.8
IV
Experts with 1-10 years of working experience in tunnel engineering 0.7 
where D(_ ε) is the loss rate of energy consumption per unit; T i and F i represent the face strength and physical strength, respectively; v i is the velocity vector; and S and V represent the area and volume of the analysis structure, respectively. e Hoek-Brown failure criterion has been widely used in geotechnical engineering because of its ability to describe the nonlinear characteristics of rock failure [54] . Instability of waterproof strata under high water pressure exhibits typical nonlinear failure characteristics. erefore, the Hoek-Brown criterion can be used to describe the nonlinear failure characteristics of waterproof strata in the critical period of water inrush disaster. Its latest expression is as follows [55] :
where m b , s, and a are empirical parameters reflecting rock mass characteristics; m b � exp((GSI − 100)/(28 − 14 D))m i , m i is a parameter reflecting rock hardness and softness;
, GSI is the index of geological strength, representing the quality of rock mass, and D is the disturbance parameter of the jointed rock mass. Nonlinear failure characteristics of waterproof strata need to be described by Hoek-Brown strength criterion, but the uniqueness of strength parameters corresponding to Hoek-Brown criterion makes it impossible for the upper limit theory to be directly combined. To complete the stability analysis of waterproof strata, the generalised tangent technique proposed by Yang and Yin [56] is introduced. e basic principle of this technique is to consider that the strength corresponding to the tangent of any point M on the stress space yield curve is not less than the real strength of the rock or soil at failure under the same stress conditions (Figure 3) , that is, the material load obtained from the tangent failure strength is the upper limit of the real load. e tangent equation of the point M in the graph is as follows:
where c t and tan ϕ t are conversion strength parameters, which are given by the intercept and slope in the figure.
Researchers [57] have derived the relationship between c t and tan ϕ t according to equations (9) and (10), as follows:
rough the above analysis, the upper limit strength of the geotechnical structure under load can be obtained, but to analyse the stability of the structure, the strength reduction technique needs to be introduced. Its core idea is to reduce the strength parameter F s of rock and soil proportionally. When it is equal to the minimum shear strength required to maintain structural stability, F s can be called the safety factor. e safety factor is introduced in the stability analysis of structures by way of a reduction technique, and then the stability of waterproof strata can be judged according to the safety factor. When F s < 1, the waterproof strata are unstable and a water inrush disaster may occur at any time. Measures should be taken to prevent the occurrence of water inrush or to mitigate the losses caused thereby.
Stability Analysis of Waterproof Strata.
To analyse the stability of waterproof strata, it is necessary to construct a reasonable failure mode of waterproof strata, then calculate the rate of dissipation of internal energy and the power of external forces such as water pressure and rock self-weight, and then introduce the strength reduction factor F s into the energy dissipation formula to obtain the function containing unknown variables. Finally, the safety factor is determined by the limit solution of the function, and the separation is carried out accordingly. e stability of water and rock strata is thus judged. e specific process is as follows.
Failure Mode Analysis of Waterproof Strata in Front of the Face.
Under high in situ stress, the failure mode of waterproof strata in front of the tunnel face can be regarded as a nonlinear shear failure. According to equation (10), the tangent form is similar to the form of the Mohr-Coulomb strength criterion; therefore, the essence of the generalised tangent technique is to treat nonlinear geotechnical materials as Coulomb materials with linear characteristics. According to the shear failure characteristics of waterproof strata, the water inrush failure mode is constructed as shown in the following figure.
In Figure 4 , the radius of the tunnel is R, the thickness of the waterproof stratum is d, the range of water pressure is 2r, and the range of force is simplified to a plane. When there are water-rich caves or caves in front of the face, under the action of water pressure P, global shear failure occurs in the waterproof strata; because of the dilatancy of the materials, the instantaneous velocity vector of the waterproof strata will maintain a certain angle with the direction of extension of discontinuous lines (AA ′ , BB ′ , and BB ′ ). For Coulomb materials satisfying the law of correlative flow, the angle is the internal friction angle ϕ t , and then the location of point o can be determined. According to the geometric relationships derived from consideration of Figure 4 :
Conical lateral area:
Additionally, r can be expressed as
Analysis of Energy Dissipation Process in the Early Stage of Water Inrush in Water-Resisting Rock Stratum.
Since the internal energy dissipation during the destruction of the water-resisting rock stratum occurs on the speed discontinuity lines AA ′ and BB ′ , the internal energy dissipation power calculation formula is as follows:
where v 0 indicates the direction of failure velocity of waterproof strata, which is horizontal. e influence of support force is not considered at the tunnel face, so only water pressure and gravity are needed, and the power of water pressure P is as follows:
Since gravity acts perpendicular to the velocity vector of the waterproof strata, the instantaneous work of failure is zero.
e Effect of Tunnel Excavation on In Situ Stress Field.
Tunnel excavation will change the original stress field and redistribute the stresses to form a secondary stress field. If the original stress field is still used in the stability analysis of water-resisting strata, the reliability of the results may be reduced. A previous research [50] suggested that the effect of excavation should be taken into account at both ends of the face and the water-filled cave, but there are errors in the analysis process thereof. Based on other research [50] , the influence of excavation effects on normal stress σ n is reanalysed.
It is difficult to measure directly, or theoretically calculate, the stress release caused by tunnel excavation; however, due to the coexistence of stress release and displacement release, there is a close relationship between them. Yang et al. [57] , and Guo et al. [58] found that the stress release is related to the displacement release. Li and Zeng [59] found that the displacement release distribution of the surrounding rock near the face of the face is as shown in Figure 5 based on their measured results and theoretical analysis. Figure 5 shows that excavation will lead to different displacement releases in surrounding rocks near the face of the face. e displacement changes to zero at a distance of three times the diameter of the hole in front of the face, while the displacement is completely released at a distance of three times the diameter of the hole behind the front of the face, and the displacement release rate at the front of the face is 30%. According to the close relationship between displacement change and stress release, it can be assumed that the stress release at the face is 30% of the total. e stress acting on the front 3D (where D is the diameter of the tunnel) is unchanged, while the stress on the rearmost 3D has been completely released. To simplify the calculation, it can be considered that the stress changes linearly along the tunnel axis. In the literature [60] , it is also assumed that the stress changes at one end of the water-filled cavity are similar; therefore, when the thickness of the aquifer is 3D, it is affected by the excavation.
When a single tunnel is repaired, the radius of some tunnels can reach 10 m, so 3D is 60 m, while the distance from the risk source of water inrush during the construction period is about 50 m. erefore, it is necessary to analyse the distribution of displacement release when the tunnel face continues to be excavated. When the distance from the risk source of water inrush is d (d < 3 D) , the displacement release of each section is shown in Figure 6 . It can be seen from Figure 6 that the displacement release at the face and the solution cavity end face is as follows:
At d (distance from the water-filled cave) of any section in the thickness range of waterproof strata, the displacement release is still (30 
at is to say, under the influence of double excavation effects, the displacement release in each section is the same, that is to say, the stress release is the same. Within the critical thickness range of aquifer, the initial stress becomes (1 − δ)σ n after considering the excavation effect. For a deep rock mass, it is generally considered that it is under hydrostatic pressure, that is, the vertical stress is equal to the horizontal stress, so σ n � cH cos ϕ t . e normal stress on the shear plane considering excavation effects is as follows:
By substituting equation (18) into equation (15), the internal energy dissipation probability under excavation effects can be considered; thus
Constructing the Objective Function with a Safety
Factor and Solving the Extremum. Firstly, the conversion strength parameters c t and ϕ t in equations (16) and (18) are reduced according to equation (20) . en, the objective function, including safety factor variables, is determined according to the internal energy dissipation and external force, as shown in equation (21):
e above formula is an expression containing safety factor F s , which can be further simplified according to the relationship between formula (11), c t and tan ϕ t . Sequential quadratic optimisation iteration method is used in the objective optimisation of the function. Using MATLAB ™ , the values of each parameter can be calculated when the extremum is taken. To ensure that the failure mode satisfies the boundary conditions, appropriate constraints should be imposed, as follows:
Effect of Input Parameters on the Stability of Waterproof
Strata. According to formula (21) , the parameters affecting the stability of waterproof strata are tunnel radius R, thickness d of waterproof strata, and wall rock unit weight c. By analysing the relationship between the parameters and the structural stability of waterproof strata, especially finding the factors having the greatest influence on structural stability, we provide guidance for strengthening the structure of the waterproof strata and reducing the risk of water inrush: because of the large number of parameters, when analysing the relationship between a certain parameter and safety factor, based on the geological information of the research project object, other parameters are selected as follows:
and H � 600 m.
(1) e relationship between thickness d, water pressure P, tunnel radius R, burial depth H, and safety factor F s of waterproof strata It is important to take preventive measures in advance by analysing the relationship between the parameters of waterproof strata thickness d, water pressure P, tunnel radius R, and burial depth H, and the global safety factor, and further determining their influence thereon. When we study the relationship between each parameter and safety factor, we use a parametric study approach to optimise the calculation in MATLAB ™ to get the corresponding safety factor F s (Figure 7 ). As can be seen from Figure 7 , the distance between the face and the risk source of water inrush varies almost linearly with the safety factor. is is consistent with the idea that the further from the outburst, the safer it is. In addition, the figure also shows that the burial depth has a certain impact on the safety factor, but it does not play a decisive role. Water pressure is an important factor in water inrush disasters: with increased water pressure, the safety factor will decrease correspondingly and diminish with increasing water pressure. It can also be seen from the Figure 7 that the thickness of waterproof strata exerts a significant influence on the safety factor. If the thickness of the aquifer is constant, the safety factor thereof can be improved by reducing the water pressure. At the same time, with increasing tunnel radius, the safety factor decreases. Although the radius of a specific tunnel is usually fixed, to prevent instability of the waterproof strata, especially in the construction section, attention must be paid to improving the quality of tunnel construction and reducing the occurrence of overexcavation and underexcavation. Tunnel burial depth H also affects the stability of water-resisting strata, and the influence on safety factor should also be taken into account when determining the burial depth of the tunnel at the stage of investigation and design. (2) e relationship between the safety factor and the surrounding rock mass gravity c and conversion strength parameters c t and ϕ t As physical and mechanical indices describing a rock mass, there are some uncertainties in the parameters of surrounding rock mass unit weight c and conversion strength (which can be understood as cohesion c t and internal friction angle ϕ t ). By analysing their relationships with the safety factor, we can judge the influences of the aforementioned physicomechanical indices on the structural stability of the water-resisting strata and consider how to take feasible risk control measures from the perspective of geological information according to the relationship between the salient parameters and the global safety factor. In addition, the conversion strength parameters are obtained from the parameters m, GSI, and D in the Hoek-Brown strength criterion; therefore, it can also provide more abundant information for the formulation of our risk control scheme when we analyse the relationship between the above three parameters and the safety factor (Figures 8 and 9 ). With the increase of wall rock weight, the safety factor of the waterproof strata increases: to improve the safety factor of the waterproof strata during construction, the weight of the surrounding rock can be increased when conditions permit. Although the strength conversion parameter c t also affects the safety factor, its influence is relatively small. From Figure 9 , it can be seen that the conversion strength parameter ϕ t , i.e., the internal friction angle, exerts a significant influence on the safety factor. If it is necessary to improve the stability of waterproof strata, it is preferable to change ϕ t . From the above analysis of the safety and stability of the waterproof strata, we can see that the major variables affecting the waterproof strata include the distance between the face and the water inrush risk source d, the radius R of the tunnel, and the internal friction angle ϕ t . In addition, as the tunnels gradually approach the critical waterproof strata, the influence of the uncertainty of water pressure on the water inrush risk gradually increases, and it may become the dominant factor governing a water inrush disaster. Although the influence of surrounding rock unit weight c and cohesion c t is not particularly obvious, if the safety factor F s is near its critical value, we can consider changing c and c t . e tunnel burial depth H cannot be changed during construction unless the tunnel is forced to be rerouted. e stability of water-resisting strata is directly related to the occurrence of water inrush accidents. erefore, the possible trend of water inrush risk can be evaluated by studying the stability of waterresisting strata. e state of water inrush risk is controlled by taking measures to change the characteristic values of related physical and mechanical parameters. According to the research in Sections 3 and 4, although the parameters affecting the stability of water-resisting strata are similar to those influencing water inrush risk, such as the water pressure, the distance between the face and the source of water inrush, and the strength of the rock mass, there are also significant differences therein. erefore, it is reasonable to study the risk control problem of water inrush from the perspective of the stability of water-resisting strata. At present, the formulation of a water inrush risk control scheme is mainly based on the analysis results of water inrush risk. For example, researchers [18] [19] [20] discussed assessment levels needed; however, considering the diversity of types of risk and influencing factors and the complexity of the mechanism underpinning water inrush, it is irrational to formulate risk control schemes only based on the results of water inrush risk analysis. e unreliability of these schemes may increase the uncertainty of the process of water inrush risk control. e stability study of water-resisting strata can deepen the understanding of water inrush mechanisms among all parties concerned, increase the professional knowledge reserve related to water inrush risk control, and reduce the uncertainty in the process of risk control. In addition, through the above research, we determine how the physical parameters affect the stability of water-resisting strata and the strength of the influence thereof. At the same time, we can come to understand the interaction between different physical parameters. e stability of water-resisting strata can be improved by changing certain physical parameters; therefore, the influence of water inrush mechanisms must be considered in the formulation of any water inrush risk control scheme. Figure 7 : Relationships between thickness d, water pressure P, tunnel radius R, burial depth H, and safety factor F s for water-resisting strata.
Application and Analysis of an Engineering Case Study
Considering the aforementioned analysis process for deducing water inrush risk, the Shiziyuan Tunnel of Chenglan Railway in China is taken as a case study. Based on the actual demand of water inrush risk control in section D3K87 + 440 ∼ D3K87 + 550 of the Shiziyuan Tunnel, the first two sections identify and analyse possible factors affecting the occurrence of water inrush risk events from the analysis of water inrush risk using a Bayesian network and the stability of water-resisting strata: we then determine the main factors, including the scale of karst caves, water pressure, water inrush volume, the distance between face and water inrush risk source, and implementation of preventative measures. e rationality of the industrial organisation processes, the standardisation of education and training, the quality of blasting excavation, support level, monitoring measurement, tunnel radius, internal friction angle, and so on all influence the risk analysis and control of water inrush; therefore, we Figure 9 : Relationship between strength conversion parameters c t and ϕ t and the safety factor of water-resisting strata.
now formulate reasonable risk control measures for water inrush based on the previous research results.
Risk Analysis of Water Inrush during Construction.
When entering the construction period and gradually approaching the risk source of water inrush, it is inappropriate to pay too much attention to the factors influencing water inrush risk, such as topography and landform. e source of the risk of water inrush should be the focus, and reliable risk control measures should be put forward. According to the general process of Bayesian risk analysis, firstly, the uncertain information of root nodes is fuzzified, then the current risk state of water inrush is predicted according to the forward reasoning rules of the Bayesian network, and then the sensitivity of different root nodes is analysed and ranked. rough the above risk analysis, all parties can have a more comprehensive and indepth understanding of the risk of water inrush in the coming construction period.
Fuzzy Representation of Root Node Variables.
According to the fuzzification method for root node probability [48, 61] , all 14 root nodes are processed. Here, the construction factor x 8 (the rationality of construction organisation) is taken as an example: through analysis of whether, or not, the works are carried out according to plan, the expert group makes a judgment based on the statistical information (Table 4) .
en the residual confidence index of each expert is reasonably allocated to the remaining ten probability intervals according to formula (3) . For example, Expert 1 has a confidence index of 0.72 for the probability of occurrence of risk grade I (0.05, 0.075, and 0.10), while the remaining 0.28 is allocated to the other intervals in Table 3 according to formula (3) . e distribution results are shown in the following figure (Figure 10 ). en the remaining confidence index of probability of occurrence of risk grade I is allocated by the other four experts. en, the average probability of occurrence of each probability interval, i.e., the confidence index, is calculated using formula (4) . Finally, the probability of occurrence of risk grade I can be obtained by using formulae (5) and (6) . e calculation process of other risk grades is the same ( Table 4 ). e same method is used to fuzzify the uncertain information of the remaining root node variables.
Fuzzy Representation of Root Node Variables of Water Inrush Risk Prediction Based on Forward Reasoning.
After the prior probability of each root node is obtained by fuzzification, the risk state of water inrush can be predicted according to the forward reasoning mechanism of the Bayesian network considering geological factors. Before the risk assessment of water inrush, first of all, the parameters should be determined, that is, the conditional probability table (CPT) of each node should be determined. e fuzzy conditional probability table (FCPT) of the intermediate nodes y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , and y 4 and leaf node T in the Bayesian network risk assessment model for water inrush can be determined by the maximum-likelihood estimation method, which is a common method of parameter learning. Taking the intermediate node y 4 (construction organisation and management level) as an example, the partial conditional probability table is shown in Table 5 .
After determining the conditional probability table of each node, the risk state of the blade node (water inrush event) is predicted. e results are as follows: P(T � 1) � (0.032, 0.056, 0.084), P(T � 2) � (0.127, 0.163, 0.248), P(T � 3) � (0.483, 0.54, 0.677), and P(T � 4) � (0.175, 0.201, 0.275).
According to the defuzzification formula (7) and the normalisation process, the probabilities for each risk grade can be obtained as follows: P(T � 1) � 0.057, P(T � 2) � 0.175, P(T � 3) � 0.56, and P(T � 4) � 0.213.
In addition, to verify the influence of construction factors on the risk of water inrush, we use the proposed Bayesian network model to analyse the risk of water inrush when only considering geological factors (the specific calculation process is not described), and the probability of each risk level before, and after, construction factors can be considered, as shown in Figure 11 . e risk of water inrush varies after considering construction-related factors, which indicates the extent of their influence on water inrush risk, and water inrush risk control measures taken in the tunnel construction stage must consider the influence thereof. erefore, the risk assessment model considering geological and construction factors proposed is more reasonable than existing assessment methods.
At present, the risk state of water inrush is still mainly high-risk III, tending to high-risk IV. e threat of water inrush is significant and it is necessary to formulate a complete risk control plan before continuing construction. It can be seen from Figure 11 that the calculated water inrush risk is uncertain, and each risk level is possible, but the probability thereof is different, which is consistent with the uncertainty characteristics of the initial water inrush risk information. rough the distribution of water inrush risk, it is also possible to predict the possible changes in water inrush risk, which is conducive to the implementation of water inrush risk control measures. e current risk assessment methods, such as the risk assessment model based on attribute measurement [3, 17] , also consider the uncertainty of initial risk information, but the final result is the determined value. For example, the results obtained by use of the attribute measure indicate that the water inrush risk is at Level III for chainages D3K87 + 440 to D3K87 + 550 in the Shiziyuan Tunnel. e proposed method is more reasonable in reflecting the uncertain nature of such information.
From Figure 2 , we can see that there are up to 14 basic factors affecting the blade nodes (water inrush events). ere are many factors affecting the blade nodes, and their contributions to the risk assessment results are different. As there are many influencing factors, the formulation of risk control measures for water inrush cannot consider all factors, and it is necessary to focus on the factors with greater impact. After analysing the sensitivity of each factor, the calculation results are shown as follows.
From Figure 12 , it can be seen that the contribution of each root node to the risk state of water inrush is significantly different. As the construction face approaches the source of a water inrush, special attention should be paid to the most sensitive factors, and control measures should be formulated in advance so as to reduce the risk level of water inrush.
Here, the influence of each factor on the risk of water inrush is evaluated by judging the contribution of each factor. With the difference in the amount of initial risk information, the sensitivity of each factor will also change, that is, the impact of each factor on the risk of water inrush changes dynamically with the amount of available initial information; however, existing risk assessment methods do not consider the impact of the initial amount of risk information when determining the impact of each factor, and the results obtained are also fixed. For example, the weights of each factor obtained elsewhere [3, 17] are 0.155, 0.349, 0.173, 0.095, 0.039, 0.130, and 0.058. In addition, with the increase of such factors, the efficiency of existing methods such as analytic hierarchy process (AHP) in determining the weights of factors decreases significantly. Finally, the risk of water inrush based on a Bayesian network model does not involve the weights of factors, but users of existing methods often need to determine the weights of factors in advance: however, the existing method of determining the weight is often influenced by subjective factors, which may affect the assessment of risk of water inrush. erefore, from the point of view of determining the most suitable risk control scheme to prevent water inrush, the method presented in this paper has obvious advantages. 
Analysis and Determination of Risk Control Scheme for Water Inrush.
e water inrush risk in section D3K87 + 440 to D3K87 + 550 of the Shiziyuan Tunnel is of Level III. According to the early warning and response mechanism of water inrush risk, it is necessary to stop tunnelling immediately and formulate a rational risk control scheme for water inrush. According to sensitivity, and stability, analyses of water-resisting strata, it can be seen that there are many main factors affecting risk control: to improve the reliability of our risk control scheme, it is necessary to analyse the characteristics of all of the main factors at first.
Generally, the scale of karst caves is judged by interpreting site investigation data; however, the reliability of the interpretation results is often affected by many factors, such as equipment, working environment, and interpreters, and the actual effect is not obvious. Uncertainty of the scale of karst cave ahead of the face is an important factor affecting the risk of water inrush. Meanwhile, the distance between the face and the source of water inrush risk is also very important when controlling the risk of water inrush during construction. Semiquantitative analysis can be carried out by means of advanced prediction, but the prediction results are often quite different from the actual distance. Uncertainty about this distance leads to decision-making errors during construction. Sometimes advanced drilling is used to determine the distance between the face and the water burst, but the cost is high and the work is dangerous. Water pressure, water inflow, and internal friction angle can be regarded as engineering hydrogeological parameters: to obtain more accurate water pressure data or reduce the water pressure, the physical and mechanical properties of the surrounding rock can be changed by grouting and other means. e influence of water inflow on water inrush can be controlled by controlling the source of water inrush. e rationality of the construction organisation process, the standardisation of education and training, the support level, and the timeliness and effectiveness of monitoring and measurement can all be controlled by improving the level of construction organisation and management.
rough the above analysis, we can see that the characteristics of the main factors influencing the risk of water inrush differ and they can be divided into three categories:
(1) Unable to change the type: for example, the influence of karst cave size on water inrush risk cannot be controlled by changing the size of a karst cave, but can only be controlled by reducing the uncertainty about the size. (2) Dynamic change: the most typical is the distance between the face and the karst cave, which fully reflects the characteristics of tunnel construction, leading to the constant changes therein. In addition, the uncertainty of predicted distance leads to a greater impact on the risk of water inrush. rough risk analysis and stability analysis of water-resisting strata, it is also known that it is the main factor affecting the risk of water inrush. (3) Relatively stable but changeable: during tunnel construction, the rationality of the construction organisation process, the standardisation of education and training, water inflow, support level, monitoring measurement, blasting excavation quality, and other factors can be considered as relatively stable, that is, their impact on water inrush risk is relatively constant, and the impact of the above factors can be reduced or controlled by taking appropriate measures. e formulation of water inrush construction scheme can be considered using the above three aspects as follows: Scheme 1 (a 1 ): predict and judge the scale of karst cave and the distance between the face and water inrush source, reinforce the surrounding rock by grouting and cut off the source passage of water inrush, optimise the construction organisation process, improve safety education and strengthen skills training, and strengthen the monitoring of water inrush characteristic information during construction. Scheme 2 (a 2 ): determine the appropriate initial distance of advance drilling according to the previous information, determine the water pressure by advance drilling, reduce the water pressure to a certain extent, and determine the exact distance between the front of the face and the water inrush source by drilling, reinforce the surrounding rock by grouting and cut off the source passage of water inrush at the far end, change to staged construction, improve the quality of smooth blasting, and improve safety education and its reinforcement. Increasing skills training and strengthening the fusion of multisource feature information about water inrush risk can improve the reliability of predicted results. e risk of water inrush between chainages D3K87 + 440 to D3K87 + 550 in the Shiziyuan Tunnel is at Level III (i.e., high-risk level). Although initial schemes 1 (a 1 ) and 2 (a 2 ) have their own characteristics, we must consider multiple factors to determine the optimal scheme. According to the survey results of the project site, in the process of formulating risk control plans or measures, decision-makers generally consider factors such as cost, schedule, environmental, safety, and implementation effects. erefore, based on the commonly used decision-making method: the TOPSIS method [62] , considering the influence of the above five factors, the two schemes continue to be optimised, and the calculation results show that scheme 2 (a 2 ) is more reasonable. In schemes 1 and 2 above, water inrush risk control schemes are determined from both the risk assessment and the water inrush mechanism. If we only consider the results of water inrush risk analysis, there will be no control measures for grouting and strengthening the surrounding rock, that is, by changing the physical and mechanical properties of the surrounding rock to improve the stability of waterproof rock, and then reduce the risk of water inrush. Of course, if only considering the stability of waterproof strata, some control measures such as advance prediction, improving blasting quality, and strengthening safety education and training will not be taken. rough on-thespot investigations, it is found that decision-makers often consider the influence of these factors simultaneously. erefore, it is reasonable to study the formulation of a risk control scheme of water inrush from two aspects of risk analysis and mechanism of water inrush, which is also consistent with engineering practice.
Conclusion
e construction of tunnels in complex geological areas can cause water inrush disasters and has become a bottleneck problem affecting the smooth construction of tunnels in recent years. e risk control and prevention of water inrush during tunnel construction has always been one of the main concerns in tunnel engineering. How to control the risk of water inrush has caused great concern in the tunnel engineering and academic communities. Here, based on conditions prevailing at the Shiziyuan Tunnel on the Chengdu-Lanzhou Railway, and through analysis of tunnel water inrush disasters in the literature, the main problems in existing research results have been discussed and analysed. en starting from the characteristics of water inrush risk during construction, and considering how to solve the main problems faced in the formulation of water inrush risk control schemes, the existing research results of water inrush risk control are supplemented and improved. e main conclusions are as follows:
(1) It is reasonable and effective to use a fuzzy Bayesian network to analyse water inrush risk during tunnel construction. ere are many unfavourable factors in the water inrush risk during the construction of deep tunnels. For example, there are many influencing factors and the logical relationship between them is unclear; the initial information about water inrush risk is difficult to obtain accurately and change dynamically; and the main influencing factors are difficult to identify quickly. Combined with the water inrush risk issue over chainages D3K87 + 440 to D3K87 + 550 in the Shiziyuan Tunnel, by analysing the advantages of a Bayesian network, a risk analysis model of water inrush based on a fuzzy Bayesian network is constructed, which effectively overcomes the aforementioned adverse factors and provides a scientific basis for the formulation of a water inrush risk control scheme.
(2) e study of water inrush risk during construction must take into account the impact of construction factors. e existing research mainly considers the water inrush risk from geological factors, but considering the role of human factors in the construction stage is obvious; especially in engineering practice, water inrush disasters often occur due to the uncertainty of human-related construction factors. erefore, it is necessary to discuss how construction factors affect water inrush risk. Here, based on a Bayesian network model, the geological factors and construction factors are considered, and the water inrush risk over chainages D3K87 + 440 to D3K87 + 550 in the Shiziyuan Tunnel is analysed. e results show that the risk of water inrush is quite different before and after considering construction factors.
(3) e reliability of a risk control scheme for water inrush can be improved by studying the stability of water-resisting strata and risk assessment of water inrush. Taking the nondefective water inrush type of waterproof rock stratum in front of a tunnel face as a representative example, through the study of water inrush mechanisms in waterproof rock strata, it is found that there are common factors influencing the water inrush mechanism and water inrush risk; more importantly, there are obvious differences therein. rough the analysis of engineering cases, it is found that the main factors affecting the risk control of water inrush include both risk factors and water inrush mechanism factors. ey can provide favourable information about a water inrush risk control scheme from different perspectives; therefore, the risk control scheme of water inrush must reasonably consider the influence of the underpinning water inrush mechanism. (4) e proposed method for determining the water inrush risk control scheme of deep tunnels proposed during construction is an important supplement to the existing research. We focus on five main problems that need to be solved in water inrush risk control, the construction permit mechanism and the risk warning and forecasting mechanism are introduced, and we propose a basic method for water inrush risk control based on Bayesian network water inrush risk analysis and a stability study of water-resisting strata. is method not only overcomes the aforementioned problems, but also considers the characteristics of deep tunnel construction, improves the adaptability of decision-making models of water inrush risk control schemes, and enriches the research context of water inrush risk control systems. (5) In view of the complexity of the risk of water inrush in deep, long tunnels, the occurrence of water inrush disasters is often the result of a combination of multiple factors. e proposed decision-making method of water inrush risk control scheme needs to be applied to more practical engineering cases, and necessary adjustments are made according to the application effect thereof.
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